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The equation

(1) (ry')'=qy,

where r, q are locally integrable and r(t) =^0 is of limit point type on

(0, oo ) i.e. it has a solution which is not in L2 (0, oo) if

(i) g<EL2(0, oo).

This result, for the case r= 1, follows from a theorem of P. Hartman

[l, §§1 and 2]. A simple proof of this special case, which can readily

be adapted to yield the result mentioned above, is given in [2, Satz

7, p. 305].
In this note we show that the equation

(2) Ly = qy
where L has the form

_(P) Ly=rn(rn_i-- ■ (rfay)')' ■ ■ ■)'
with « even, q, ri locally integrable and r, having no zeros in (0, oo)

for î' = 0, • • -, « has a solution which is not in T,2(0, oo) if

CO' ç/rnQL2(0, *),l/roQL2(0, œ)and
(ii) ri = rn-i lor i = 1, ■ ■ • , «.

Proof. Define Diy = ri(Di_iy)' for i = l, • • • , « with 7?0;y = roy.

Note that if y is an 7,2(0, oo) solution of (2) then 7?„_ry is bounded

since (Dn-iy)t = constant +f'0qy/r„. Let yi, • • • , y„ be a set of linearly

independent solutions of (2) and consider their generalized Wronskian

W = W(yu ■ ■ ■ , yn) = d'et (Di-ryf).

Expanding W with respect to the elements of its last row we obtain

(3) W= IXl ZiDn-Vi
where Z, is the cofactor of T>„_iy,-. It can be established by direct

computation that Zi/r0 are also solutions of (2). Hence y¿£7>2(0, °°)

for t = l, • • -, « leads to the conclusion that the right side of (3) is

in 7-2(0, oo ) which is a contradiction in view of the fact that IF is a

nonzero constant and hence W/r0QL2(0, oo).

We conclude with some remarks.

Remark 1. Our result above holds in particular for the class of

operators L given by
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(4) Ly = (ry")n

for r any nonvanishing locally integrable function. Note that no

growth assumptions on r near infinity are needed. It follows [2, Satz

4, p. 203] from our result above that the equation

(5) (ry")n — qy = iy

has less than 2« linearly independent £2(0, oo) solutions. It would

be interesting to know under what conditions the number of linearly

independent £2(0, oo) solutions of (5) is exactly w. For some results

in this direction see [2, Chapter VII].

Remark 2. G. Pólya [3] has shown that the classical operator

My = y + pn-xyn~x + ■ ■ ■ + pay

can be factored into the form (P) if and only if the equation My = 0

has a set yi, • • • , yn-i of linearly independent solutions satisfying

Wj(yx, ■ • • , y¡) = det(yT) > 0    for/ = 1, ••-,»- 1 (Wi(yi) = yx).

Remark 3. The proof given clearly remains valid if (i)' is replaced

by q/rnELp(0, oo), l/r0GLs(0, oo) and the conclusion is modified to

read: not all solutions of (2) are in £*(0, =o) where p~1+s~1 = l.
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